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Go get a piece of paper. Now, write down the name of someone whose gifts,
talents, abilities, intellect, and contributions you admire. It can be a famous
person, a dead person, a person who made a difference in your personal
life. Now, here is the question for you: How well did that person do in school?
Did she get 100% on spelling tests each week? Did he graduate at the top
of the class? Did she get an A on that science fair project? Did he go to an
Ivy League university? Perhaps you aren’t sure. The person I most admire
didn’t even finish high school. He was viewed by his teachers as lacking
in imagination. He came from a family where his father was very strict
and oppressive. As an adult, he had a drinking problem and was a chain
smoker. Many of the people who worked for him felt he was a very difficult
boss who was brutal in his criticism of their work. On the upside, he was a
great father and husband. He was generous, often taking no salary so that
his employees could be paid. Have you guessed the person I most admire?
It’s Walt Disney. The point of this exercise is to remind us at the outset that
giftedness is not always about school performance. School is such a small part
of the lives of our gifted students; their minds often are elsewhere. Some
gifted students might not be good students but they could be excellent scholars. Just keep this in mind as we examine, Who are the gifted?

IDENTIFYING GIFTEDNESS
Many experts have a difficult time agreeing on a definition of giftedness.
However, most would identify gifted kids as the smart kids. How smart are
they? Well, giftedness generally means those students who score at the top
3–5% on a test of intellectual ability. However, the last two decades have
© 2011 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781742399089 • CO9089
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seen a shift in our understanding of how to identify gifted students. Many
states offer special funds to provide programs for those students with
very high abilities. In some states, these students are referred to as GATE
(gifted and talented education), or TAG (talented and gifted), or by some
other acronym. For the purposes of this book, I refer to these students
as gifted or GATE. Three criteria often are used to qualify a student for a
gifted program:
1. High performance on an intelligence test
2. High performance on a test of academic skills
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3. Close alignment to a series of characteristic behaviors of the
gifted
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Put together, these three criteria represent a profile of a gifted student.
This triangulation of identification components was given the name The
Three P’s of GATE Identification by a colleague and friend of mine, Kim
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THE THREE P’S OF GIFTED IDENTIFICATION
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Measured on an IQ
test, administered
either individually
or as a group
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Personality

Performance

Measured by using a
characteristic behavior
scale intended for gifted
students

Measured from results
on a state test of
academic performance
and/or report card grades

LaPorte Johnson. The following chart shows how this looks:
Because students are identified for gifted programs according to
criteria set by each state educational agency, or even by separate school
districts within a state, a student identified as gifted in New York might
not qualify in Nevada or Connecticut, or vice versa. In addition, a student qualifying in Anaheim, California, might not qualify in Santa Ana,
CO9089 • 9781742399089 • © 2011 Hawker Brownlow Education
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a city right next door. Although differing identification criteria may be
quite confusing for parents who look upon giftedness as a permanent label,
the logic of this identification process is quite valid once it is examined.
According to practice, children are identified as gifted within the community in which they live because each region seeks to find the top 3–5% of
its children for a gifted program.

IDENTIFYING FIVE AREAS OF GIFTEDNESS
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There are five major areas in which a student might be identified as gifted.
Most states require that general intellectual ability is one of the areas served.
Most educational agencies also serve students in a specific academic ability
category as well (usually language arts or math), because identification is
based upon the state standardized achievement test. The other three areas
(creative thinking, leadership, and visual and performing arts), are more difficult to define and, therefore, it’s not as easy to identify and serve students
appropriately in these areas.
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FIVE AREAS OF GIFTED IDENTIFICATION
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1. General Intellectual Ability
 This is determined by an IQ test (the major criterion in many states).
 The following areas of intellectual ability usually are assessed:
¡ Verbal
¡ Mathematical/Quantitative
¡ Spatial
 Students are not expected to perform equally well in all three areas.
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2. Creative Thinking
 This is determined by observation and a characteristic behavior scale.
 Some of the following characteristics usually are addressed:
¡ An affinity for creative problem solving
¡ A desire to be different
¡ A strong and sophisticated sense of humor
3. Leadership
 This is determined by observation and a characteristic behavior scale.
 Some of the following characteristics often are assessed:
¡ Popular; well-liked by peers
¡ Self-confident
¡ Organized
¡ Fluent and concise self-expression
(Continued)
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Discussing brain-based learning will help the reader understand how the
strategies included in this book are based on the way the brain works.
Therefore, these strategies may be used effectively with a wide range
of students. For several years during my teaching career, I worked with
gifted students in the morning and with Title I remedial students in the
afternoon. Many times, I used the same activities for both groups. The
major difference I found in how the two groups processed information
was the element of think time. While gifted students made connections far
more rapidly and deeply, given additional time and encouragement, the
remedial students were successful as well. In my seminars, I frequently
remind teachers that just because a child cannot read does not mean the child
cannot think!

THE HUMAN BRAIN AND LEARNING
Numerous books have been written on brain research over the past two
decades. It is a current topic in education and one that has intrigued me for
years. Publications related to brain research from the authors noted here
were used as background for this chapter.

© 2011 Hawker Brownlow Education • 9781742399089 • CO9089
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PUBLICATIONS RELATED TO BRAIN RESEARCH
I’m especially indebted to the following authors for their publications on brain research, which have influenced my own work
with teachers and students.
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BRAIN PHYSIOLOGY
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 Barbara Clark, author of Growing Up Gifted (1997), for her articles and
lectures on current cognitive research
 Leslie Hart, for his book, Human Brain, Human Learning (1983), and
related articles about how the brain works related to learning
 Pat Wolfe, author of Brain Matters: Translating Research into Classroom
Practice (2001), for her presentations and writings on brain physiology
 Eric Jensen, for his books, Teaching With the Brain in Mind (1998), Super
Teaching (2008), and other publications related to brain-based learning
 Renate and Geoffrey Caine for their book, Making Connections: Teaching
and the Human Brain (1990), which is about brain science related to
learning
 Merrill Harmin, author of Inspiring Active Learning: A Complete Handbook
for Today’s Teachers (2006), whose writings have shown me how to enrich
teaching for all students
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So, what do teachers need to know about the brain? Well, let’s start with
the physical brain. We know the brain is divided into two hemispheres. The
left hemisphere controls the right side of the body and the right hemisphere controls the left side. Because it is so compensatory, the brain is
very adaptable. It’s always learning, provided it is given what it needs to
learn: nutrition and stimulation. We know that most of the brain’s growth
occurs between birth and age four. This is the time when the brain is
most hungry for learning and when brain cells, or neurons, grow dendrite
branches and make their connections most rapidly. Growing dendrites actually is what makes a person smarter.
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THE BRAIN
While the brain weighs only three pounds, it uses 20% of the
body’s blood supply. Maybe that’s why a tiny cut on a child’s
head bleeds like it is a gash a foot long! The brain also is a
glutton for oxygen, using 25% of the body’s supply, so take a
few deep breaths and give your brain a shot of O2.

CO9089 • 9781742399089 • © 2011 Hawker Brownlow Education
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The more branches on the neuron tree, the smarter the student. I used to
tell my students, “Do it for your dendrites!” whenever they were confronted
with difficult work. We know that the brain is a pattern-seeking device that
is designed to find relationships between sensory inputs. Learning actually
is the growth of these dendrites as they seek out other neurons to make connections. Remembering back to your high school physiology classes, you
will recall that neurological impulses travel across a synaptic gap between
the dendrite and the axon of another brain cell. This electrochemical spray
is what transmits the impulse to make learning happen.

BRAIN CELLS OR NEURONS
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The neuron is much like a tree with branches, a trunk,
and roots. The more branches on the neuron tree, the
more connections the cell can make with other cells.
Therefore, telling students, “Do it for your dendrites!”
helps remind them how rigorous and meaningful schoolwork is designed to
make them smarter, not just to keep them busy or to raise test scores.
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BUILDING DENDRITE CONNECTIONS
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Dendrite connections can be made throughout a person’s life, however, the
time of most brain growth is during early childhood. We also know that
brain cells grow during the output phase of learning, when kids are doing
something. That is, for children to get smarter, they have to be actively
involved. So, what are some of the output activities for students that will
grow dendrites? The chart that follows illustrates the three output activities related to learning content:

 TALK about the content
 WRITE about the content
 MAKE, CREATE or BUILD SOMETHING
about the content
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